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Davis: “Den Göttern gleich ich nicht”: The Nature of Faust's Salvation

gottert gleich ich nicht
g6ttern
den gottern
the nature of fausts
faults salvation
garold N davis
gottert gleich ich nicht zu tief
g6ttern
gefiahlt
tiefist
ist es gefuhlt
den gottern
durchwiffilt
dem wurme gleich ich der den staub durchwuhlt
am not like the gods feel it 1I must
im like the worm that burrows through the dust
1I

531
652531
lines 652

on seeing ones cherished philosophy or theology echoed and
artistically enhanced by a highly respected writer one feels a sense of
satisfaction this satisfaction may derive from the slightly smug attitude that all great minds independently reach the same conclusions or
from the more humble attitude that all truth ultimately descends from
the same source in either case a piece of great literature that fits
appropriately into a gospel context is a triple blessing one enjoys the
aesthetic pleasure and intellectual enrichment great literature always
provides and in addition one may experience that blessed mood one
often longs for but does not always receive while participating in the
more direct forms of spiritual communion worship prayer or pondering the scriptures
goetges
goethes
Go ethes faust is such a piece of literature not even the sacraWord sworths our birth is but a sleep and a
ment meeting favorite wordsworths
can match it for conveying the dynamics of gods
forgetting
goethes
Go
creative purposes and mans ultimate destiny unfortunately goetges
ethes
mormons a book with seven seals
faust is for most cormons
at a recent lecture on german culture the speaker announced to a
trusting mormon audience his intention to trace the main threads of
this great german masterpiece but he did not deliver as promised
what the audience received instead was an outline of the legendary
Mar
marlowes
lowes doctor faustus
faust with fragments of christopher mallowes
garold N davis is a professor of german and associate dean of the college of humanities at brigham young
university
I1quotations in english are from the george madison priest translation available in the britannica great
books series chicago encyclopaedia britannica 1952
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thrown in those of the audience who did not know better left the
lecture convinced that goethe had written a longish drama in which
the protagonist faust makes a pact with the devil sells his soul for
wine women and if not song at least plenty of money and is finally
dragged screaming down to hell 1I was disturbed goethe deserves
better treatment
there are many literary works that involve a pact with the devil
goetges
Go ethes
and in which the pact maker is finally dragged off to hell but goethes
goethes
Go
ethes masterpiece which was not
faust is not one of these in goetges
hastily thrown together indeed it was sixty years in the making
there is no pact with the devil and at the conclusion faust is not
dragged off to hell on the contrary he is welcomed by hosts of angels
into the realms of heavenly bliss for the benefit of those whose
goetges
Go ethes faust is faded or was gained originally by
knowledge of goethes
hearsay here is a short summary of fausts
faults movement through the
drama
faust in a state of depression after several unsuccessful attempts
to understand the mystery of existence by means of traditional academic knowledge determines to try magic following a humiliating
confrontation with the earth spirit his depression deepens and he
decides to dare an understanding of life by a suicidal transcendence at
the fateful moment as he raises to his lips a chalice filled with poison
a chorus of angels sings of the resurrection and a chorus of disciples
emphasizes that the meaning of life is to be found on this earth faust
is persuaded to reject suicide and pursue his quest in life rather than in
death As a consequence of an intriguing wager with a daemonic and
nihilistic spirit mephistopheles more about this wager later faust
throws himself into a maelstrom of experiences which combine good
elements and bad success and tragedy
his initial attraction to the young and innocent gretchen develops
into a meaningful and understanding love but leads to the death of
gretchene
gretchens
Gret chens mother her brother her baby fathered by faust and
gretchene
finally to gretchens
Gret chens own death fausts
faults subsequent union with the
beautiful helen in part 11II of the drama unites the classical elements of
greece and germany but the union ends with the tragic death of their
son Eup
euphorion
euphorion
horion and the return of helen and Eup
horion to hades
fausts
faults desire to perfect the extent of his large oceanside estate by
resettling an old couple leads to their death finally after all of these
and many other experiences faust now an old man blinded by care
receives an inner light which transforms itself into a great inner vision
at this point faust falls dead and mephistopheles steps forward to claim
his victim he is frustrated however as angels strewing rose petals of
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol25/iss3/3
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divine love drive off
offmephistopheles
mephistopheles assisting devils and ascend with
the immortal faust where he is welcomed into the heavenly realms by
gretchen in company with the mater
gloriosa the queen of heaven
matergloriosa
in all earlier literary versions of the faust legend faust is
goethes
Go
damned goetges
ethes faust is saved but not even the contemporary critics
could ask goethe why goethe refused to allow the completed manuscript to be published until after his death we must find the justification for fausts
faults salvation in the text
in a passage underscored by goethe himself as vital to an understanding of fausts
faults salvation the angels ascending with faust explain
11934 41
gerettet
Geret
tet ist das edle glied
geisterwelt
welt vom bosen
der Geister
wer immer strebend sich bem
bemuht
aht
iht
den konnen wir er losen
und hat an ihm die liebe gar
von oben teilgenommen
Beg
egnet ihm die selige schar
begegnet
em Willkom
men
mit herzlichem
willkommen
herzlich
10
lo rescued is this noble one
from evil machination

who eer aspiring struggles on
for him there is salvation
and if to him celestial love
its favoring grace has given
the blessed host comes from above
and welcomes him to heaven

the idea of salvation because of a determined striving a refusal to
give up even a faith that urges one onward is certainly a noble

sentiment and one that has been praised by readers of faust for a
hundred and fifty years but it will not do if it is left to stand alone
though it may answer why faust was saved there is a complementary
question which goes beyond the question of why to what end was
faust saved what is the nature of fausts
faults salvation surely goethe
would not bring faust on this imperiled journey and then at the end
leave this question unanswered surprisingly however it seems that
this very question has eluded the critics it is as if goethe had seen faust
safely into a heaven without telling us what kind of a heaven he had
seen faust safely into but goethe did not do this at all he has left a
clear linguistic trail and by following this trail we will have a glimpse
into fausts
faults heaven
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1985
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REJECTION AND INSIGHT

faust in his quest for understanding conjures up the earth spirit
Erdgeist only to find that he cannot bear the presence of this powererdgeist
ful spirit who appears in flames of fire the earth spirit rebukes fausts
faults
terror 491 93
wo ist die brust die eine welt in sich erschuf
Freude beben
fegte die mit freudebeben
und trug und hegte
glistern
Ersch
Gei stern gleich zu heben
erschwoll
woll sich uns den geistern
where is the breast that in its self a world created
and bore and fostered it and that with joyous trembling
expanded as if spirits us resembling

with this mocking rebuke goethe begins the forging of a chain of
linked passages that leads faust if not directly at least ultimately to
the transcendent state with which the drama closes nearly 12000 lines
later the linking word in this chain is gleich which in various forms
verb gleichen
occurs 142 times throughout the drama gleich and the verbgleichen
are related to and rhyme with the english like in the sense of similar
but in most contexts in german the word is closer to the english equal
Glei
or alike the related grei
gleichung
gleicbung
chung
chune means a mathematical equation
gleigh
gleicbnis
gleichnis
Gleich
nfs
nis is a parable allegory or simile in the context of fausts
faults
conversation with the earth spirit the word is used both by faust and
the earth spirit with its biblical connotations suggesting particularly
Men
laba uns menschen
schen
the passage in the first chapter of genesis labt
henschen
sei let us make man in our image
sel
machen ein bild das uns gleich set
after our likeness
in this sense faust declares himself to be in the image likeness
of the earth spirit 500
ich bins bin faust bin deinesgleichen
deines gleichen

tis 1I im faust

I1

am thy peer

and claims a closeness to this spirit of creative activity 511
geschaftiger
geschfftiger geist wie nah fuhl ich mich
mien dir

thee2
thou busy spirit how near 1I feel to theeb

the earth spirit however in a passage seminal to an understanding of
fausts
faults salvation sharply rejects fausts
faults claim to equality 512 13
amore
2more
ore correctly creative spirit

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol25/iss3/3
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gl eichst dem geist den du begreifst
du gleichst
nicht mir

canet comprehend
thou art like the spirit thou canst

not me

the earth spirit

disappears and faust shouts his objection into the

empty study 516 17
Gott heit
ich Ebenbild
ebenbild der gotthelt
einmal dir
und nicht eirmal
image of the godhead
and not even like to thee
1I

but his objection is pointless the earth spirit does not reply faust has
learned that he can commune with this creative spirit but has learned
also that he is not the equal of the spirit because he does not comprehend him with brilliant irony goethe has allowed faust his clearest
insight into the nature of the mystery and at the same time has sunk
him into the depths of despair because this insight has not yet reached
the level of true comprehension faust has glimpsed the mystery but
cannot fathom it he laments that he created higher than the angels
ich mehr als cherub and hoping to enjoy the creative life of the gods
gottesleben
g6tterleben
bien
geniefien
fien is thrown down by the thundergenie
fend gotterleben
Gotterleben zu genieben
schaffend
schaf
schaffeld
geni eBen
gleichst
eichst dem geist den du begreifst thou art like the
ing words du gl
canet comprehend what a rejection in the soliloquy
spirit thou canst
which follows faust can only utter the despairing words 652
gottern
g6ttern gleich ich nicht
den gottert
1I

am not like the gods
eods
sods

THE MEANING OF THE LOGOS

turning to the next stage in fausts
faults development we find him in
his study where he opens the greek new testament and turns to the
of john as a logical continuation of his determination to undergospel ofjohn
stand the nature of the creative active life he begins to translate
1224
im anfang war das wort

in the beginning was the word

for the reader who has followed carefully the reason faust turns to the
gospel of john should be obvious faust has intimations that the
mystery of the universe is related to a creative activity john begins his
gospel of christ with a statement of the creative nature of the word
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1985
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and thus parallels the first line of genesis in the beginning god
As faust works through a translation of this first line of
created
johns gospel he is perplexed the greek logos is a powerful word with
many connotations especially connotations of creative power can
word possibly bear the weight of this passage to solve this dilemma faust takes his translation of the logos through four stages
wort word sinn meaning kraft power and finally concludes
with the famous line 1237 im anfang war die tat in the beginning was the deed
the idea that faust is a man of action and activity has become
almost a platitude primarily because of this translation scene many
critics however have failed to see that fausts
faults translation is not a
proper translation oflogos
favoron
favor of deed as a aproper
of logos
rejection of word in favorof
what faust goethe gives us is a process by which the word moves
through stages until it arrives at the stage of the creative act in which
the potential of the word is finally realized the word is ineffective
until one understands the meaning of the word sinn this understanding will then lead to activity if one has the power kraft to
transform this understanding into action but each of these stages of
progression remains only a potential until the final stage is reached
that of the creative act tat
fausts
faults comprehension has moved upward to a higher level and
he understands now that the meaningful life must be a life leading to a
creative act what he does not yet realize is that this activity must be
directed purposeful and beneficial to others nevertheless faust has
identified a goal and this becomes a challenge to mephistopheles
who in the scene following enters into a very intriguing wager with
11

faust
THE WAGER

VERWEILE DOCH DU BIST SO SCHON
sohon

in the wager scene which is often wrongly referred to as the
pact scene although no pact is made faust hedges his bet as no
gambler has ever done mephistopheles suggests a pact he is willing to
be fausts
faults servant here on earth if faust will render the same service to
driiben wiederfinden
mephistopheles in the beyond wenn wir uns drieben
faust rejects the idea of a pact and counters with the offer of a wager
which contains three conditions 1692 96 if faust should ever turn
bett legen if
faulbett
to a satisfied indolence beruhigt je mich auf ein Faul
mephistopheles can ever flatter faust into a sense of self satisfaction
fallen mag or if
gefallen
gefaller
nd je be higen
mich schmeichelnd
lugen dab ich mir selbst ge
schmeichel
mephistopheles should ever be able to deceive him with pleasure
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol25/iss3/3
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benub be
betriigen
betrugen
trugen then that will be fausts
kannst du mich mit genub
faults final
kanost
day time will end and he will gladly go to hell in chains the
identifying sign of surrender the indication that faust has lost the
wager will be fausts
faults statement of contentment with the static moment if faust should ever express his desire for a given moment to
remain as it is for the movement of time to cease should he ever say to
weile doch du bistro
verweile
Ver
any moment 1700 verweire
so schon ah linger on
bist
bistso
thou art so fair then faust will have lost the wager and his soul in
the process
this is the wager faust offers and as 1I suggested the wager is
hedged faust has already learned that to become like the earth spirit
a creative spirit he must comprehend this spirit what he has comprehended so far is that the way to creativity is through activity the
conditions of the wager are the antithesis of meaningful activity
indolence self satisfaction pleasure a static nonprogressive existence it is by the way highly ironic that the very conditions which a
popularized version of orthodox christianity sees as heavenly bliss are
for faust the conditions of hell but if mephistopheles can demonstrate
to fausts
faults satisfaction that this static type of life underlies all existence
then fausts
faults concept of activity will have been wrong life will not be
progressive ongoing activity and this for faust amounts to a damnation anyway faust will lose the wager if mephistopheles can prove
all activity to be meaningless on the other hand should faust ever
fully comprehend the active creative nature of the earth spirit he will
then be not only like this creative spirit he will have become a creative
spirit himself mephistopheles will have lost
opposition

the drama continues fausts
faults search for meaning becomes a
struggle of the positive against the nihilistic faust is active searching
experimenting and mephistopheles is attempting to divert this activity
into meaningless or destructive directions on their first meeting
mephistopheles identifies himself and his activity 1338 44
As

verne int
ich bin der geist der stets verneint
steht
entsteht
und das mit recht denn alles was ent
zu
ist wert dab es grunde
zugrunde
geht
feht
entsffinde
nichts entstunde
wars dab lichts
drum besser wys
so ist denn alles was ahr
ihr sunde
zerstorung
zerst6rung kurz das bose nennt
bennt
mein eigentliches element
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am the spirit that denies
and rightly too for all that doth begin
should rightly to destruction run
twere better then that nothing were begun
thus everything that you call sin
destruction in a word as evil represent
that is my own real element
1I

fact that has eluded many commentators as well as casual
readers of faust is that from this point of the wager onward
mephistopheles does very little to induce faust to indolence self
satisfaction or even pleasure more often than not mephistopheles
prevents faust from being able to express the fateful words of the
verweire
weile doch du bist so schon linger on thou art so fair
verweile
wager Ver
he knows he cannot divert fausts
faults energy from the active life his goal
then is to pervert this activity into a nihilistic meaningless activity
love must be perverted into lust motherhood must be perverted into
infanticide creative activity into destructive activity the word of
creative power into the deed of negative power such is the configuration of activity into which faust throws himself with the help of
mephistopheles
frequently in the text this configuration is symbolized by sarcastic parodies of fausts
faults striving to become like the gods and two of these
parodies use the key word gleich the first involves mephistopheles
himself the second the sea god nereus
Walpurgis nacht
dismally out of his element in the klassische
klas sische walpurgisnacht
II mephistopheles finally finds himself at home with the
scene of part 11
ugliness of the three phorkyads who have among them one eye
and one tooth which they exchange for seeing and eating
mephistopheles wanting to resemble their ugliness is advised that he
should close one eye let his fang tooth show and he will resemble
802 2 25
them gleichen perfectly 8022
A

lck

gesch ehn
druck
mck du ein auge zu s ist leicht geschehn
Raff zahn sehn
lab also fort den einen raffzahn
und im profil wirst
birst du so gleich erreichen
geschwisterlich vollkommen
vollkommer uns zu gleichen
press one eye to quite easily its done
and of your tusks show only one
at once you will attain our profile meetly
and sisterly resemble us completely

of fausts
faults aspiration to equate himself with the gods
is expressed by the sea god nereus on hearing the approach of thales
and homunculus nereus in words echoing the earth spirit exclaims
A second mockery

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol25/iss3/3
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that men are creatures striving to reach the gods but damned to
resemble gleichen only themselves 8096 97
gebilde
gesilde
Gebilde strebsam gotter zu erreichen
mt sich immer selbst zu gleichen
und doch verdammt
verdam

these creatures would be gods by sheer endeavour
yet damned to be like their own selves forever
IN THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED

THE THEME OF

creativity

central to fausts
faults quest and ubiquitous throughout the drama is
the theme of creativity the first of three preludes to the work is a
zueignung a dedicatory poem in which we find the poet in the
artistic process of creating a drama relenting to the insistence of the
imaginary characters who demand that they be given form in the
second prelude the prelude on the stage goethe has presented a
humorously ironic variation on this theme as a theater director an
actor and a poet discuss the type of play that should be written after
the crowd has filled the theater and is waiting for the curtain to go up
the third prelude the prologue in heaven with echoes of job
16 12 opens with the trio of archangels raphael gabriel and
michael singing of the lords creation which still stands as splendid
as on the first of days the prologue in heaven also introduces the
function of evil in the creative process the lord explains that man has
a tendency to a state of ease a noncreative state and that there must be
an opposing force to stir him into continual activity 340 44
11

erschlaffen
laffen
Men schen tatigkeit
tdtigkeit kann allzuleicht ersch
des menschen
henschen
er liebt
lieba sich bald die unbedingte ruh
gesellen
geseller
sellen zu
drum geb ich gern ihm den Ge
wirht und mub
reizt und wirkt
der geizt
aub als teufel schaffen
Man
mankinds
kinds activity can languish all too easily
A man soon loves unhampered rest
hence gladly 1I give him a comrade such as you
who stirs and works and must as devil do 3

the creative

process is not always positive creativity is sometimes perverted by evil as in the case of the love of faust and gretchen
which leads eventually to insanity and infanticide or as in the instance
II when mephistopheles leads the empire into bankruptcy and
in part 11
civil war through the creation of unsupported paper money
3the
athe
he rhyme scheme chosen by the translator requires the verb do the german verb schaffen
schaff

actually reads and must as devil create
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1985
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the creation of life becomes the central focus of act 2 of part 11II
fausts
faults assistant wagner has created a little man mannlein in a test
tube but only in the form of pure intelligence a spiritual creation
homunculus as he is called wants to receive a physical existence
long sections of act 2 are dedicated to a debate between two greek
philosophers thales and anaxagoras over the process by which life
comes into existence anaxagoras argues for instantaneous cataclysmic creation while thales argues for a natural evolutionary development fifty years before darwin in a marvelous concluding scene
homunculus with the help of the sea gods nereus and proteus breaks
his vial and disperses himself into the ocean where he will go through
a natural evolutionary development into physical existence
beginning with act 4 and continuing through act 5 there are
frequent and important symbolic references to the separation of land
and water one of the first acts of creation and this theme culminates in fausts
faults final vision of the creative act
comprehension

AND DEATH

at the end of fausts
faults

life his final tragedy brings about his final
comprehension faust lives in a great palace on the seacoast and rules
over vast tracts of land his domain is however flawed by the presence
of an old cottage and a small chapel belonging to the old couple
philemon and bauchis
chis faust instructs mephistopheles to resettle the
Bau
balchis
old couple instead mephistopheles burns them to death in their
cottage faust as the master knows that he must bear the ultimate

responsibility in this moment of distress faust laments his connection
with magic he realizes that his constant activity has been so often
misdirected because it was not performed with his own natural powers
and the powers of nature in a poignant soliloquy faust realizes that he
is not a free man as long as he is subject to the power of magic his goal
now is to act independently of magic and only then will human
activity have meaning 11403 07
gekampft
noch hab ich mich ins freie nicht gekdinpft
ent fernen
k6nnt ich magie von meinem
konnt
konat
heinem pfad entfernen
zauberspriiche ganz und gar verlernen
verl ernen
die zauberspruche
stond ich natur vor dir ein mann allein
da wars der milhe wert ein mensch zu sein
my
aly way to freedom I1 have not yet fought
could I1 all magic from my pathway banish
could quite unlearn its spells and bid it vanish
nature could I1 face thee in thy great plan
then were it worth the pain to be a man
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol25/iss3/3
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whereupon faust is immediately confronted by care frau sorge
the scene is an inner room of fausts
faults palace it is midnight
fausts
faults first inclination is to use his artificial borrowed magical power
to reject care but remembering his desire to reject magic and act
independently he makes one of his most important and profound
decisions he renounces the power of magic 11423
nimm dich in
wort take care and say no word of
zauberwort
acht und sprich kein Zauber
sorcery

although faust is able to dismiss care she inflicts blindness on
him before she departs now having rejected magic and having rejected care the blinded faust sees for the first time with an inner
vision fausts
faults final vision is one of the great passages of the drama
and of literature pertinent to our purposes fausts
faults final vision represents symbolically the culmination of meaningful human activity the
visionary scene is symbolic of the activity of god creating for the
benefit of mankind and faust now understands that similarly the
meaningful life is a life engaged in a creative activity for the benefit of
humanity for the first time fausts
faults creative activity is purposeful he
plans to separate the land from the water drain swampland and
prepare a place for the colonization of a free society faust emulating
god will become a creator for the benefit of a race of free humans who
will live out their lives in a daily struggle to maintain their freedom
several references in this visionary scene allude to the first creation
and the garden of eden faust refers to his proposed creation as a new
earth and as a paradise faust now understands the meaning of
faust symexistence by creating in the beginning was the deed
bolically
boli cally emulates god and in the process of emulating him comprehends him and consequently becomes more like him thou art like
the spirit thou canet
canst comprehend
fausts
faults quest is nearly ended but we must not misunderstand as
mephistopheles did the creative activity seen by faust is an anticipatory vision of the future faust confident that he has now acquired the
comprehension demanded by the earth spirit the comprehension
which would make him the equal of that creative spirit feels that he
could say to such a afuture
future moment stay thou art so fair goethe is
describing here a configurative pattern faust sees the most lovely
moment in the future but this moment is a creation of the mind that
has not been realized by the creative deed when that future moment is
realized fausts
faults vision will have gone far beyond that moment to an
ever higher and more lovely moment the upward cycle will be unending mephistopheles nihilist that he is does not comprehend this
eternally creative progression As faust speaks the fateful words of the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1985
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wager he falls to earth in death and mephistopheles exultant and
apparently triumphant steps forward to claim his victim and issues his
final mocking denial of the creative by reciting the final words of christ
on the cross 11594 Es ist vollbracht it is finished he is contradicted however by the words of a chorus stating that fausts
faults death is
not an end but a transition mephistopheles angrily retorts
11598 603
was soll
soil uns denn das ewge
edge schaffen
geschaffenes zu nichts
lichts hinwegzuraffen
ests vorbel
vor bei was ist daran zu lesen
da ists
Es i s so gut als wy
wesen
war es nicht geweken
ge
gewesen
und treibt sich doch im kreis als wenn es ware
whre
liebbe mir daffer
ich liebte
daffir das ewig leere
dafiir

of what avails perpetual creation
if later swept off to annihilation
so it is past you see what that must mean
it is the same as had it never been
and yet whirls on as if it werent destroyed
I
1

should prefer the everlasting void

transcendence

4

AND

transfiguration

to his great dismay mephistopheles must stand helplessly by

as

angels ascend into the higher atmosphere cohere
h6here atmosphare
hohere
Atmos phare
atmosphdre
atmosphere
with the immortal faust where did the wager go wrong
mephistopheles would like to know there is evidence in the text but a
passing reference to an important poem by goethe will be helpful in
the poem selige Sehn
sucht blessed longing goethe traces the
sehnsucht
image of the caterpillar who passes through death in the cocoon to
emerge into a new life as a butterfly the butterfly now desiring an
even higher existence flies into the light of the candle and passes
goethes
Go
through death in the flame goetges
ethes final cryptic commentary is
powerful and pertinent
und so lang du das nicht hast
dieses
diases shirb
stirb und werde
bist du nur ein truber gast
dunklan erde
auf der dunklen
long as you do not understand this
death and becoming
you are only a confused guest
on this dark earth
As

emig
emir
bewig
4ewig
leete is more properly eternal emptiness
ewig leere
weiblicbe eternal womanly 12110
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to parallel and contrast with the final emig
ewig
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had mephistopheles understood death and becoming

he would not
have been so confident as he stepped forward to claim fausts
faults soul the
pattern suggested by this little poem and the pattern ubiquitous in
goetges
goethes
Go
is that of death and transfiguration
in
ethes work especially mfausf
to a higher realm sphere or level of understanding and being faust
toa
anticipating the highest moment of creative activity speaks the words
of the wager but only in reference to a future event when the highest
moment finally arrives it will not have become a static culmination but
only a stage for an even higher moment through death and
becoming faust progresses eternally upward As he grows from stage
to stage through new steps of comprehension he becomes more like
the gods
the culmination and fulfillment of the earth spirits pronouncement du gl
gleichst
eichst dem geist den du begreifst comes at the culmination and fulfillment of fausts
faults earthly existence his final mortal
comprehension results in his death and subsequent transcendence
of the earthly but also results in a new immortal level of comprehension
in the final scene so majestically set to music by gustav mahler
faust is surrounded by various heavenly beings as he ascends from the
earth in his apotheosis faust remains clearly but decidedly in the
background he speaks not a word the focus is on the heavenly beings
surrounding the mater gloriosa the queen of heaven within this
heavenly host is a penitent woman known formerly as gretchen
who approaches the queen of heaven with the request that she be
permitted to lead and instruct the newly arrived faust the words of
gretchen forge the penultimate link in the chain of comprehension
equals likeness faust surrounded by the choir of spirits is scarcely
aware of himself scarcely aware of the newness of life because he is
no longer in contrast with his environment he has become like
glei cht the holy host surrounding him 12084 87
gleicht

faust

vom edlen geisterchor
um geben
Geister
chor umgeben
baum gewahr
gewehr
wird sich der neue kaum
er ahnet
aanet kaum
baum das frische leben
so gleicht er schon der heiligen
hei ligen schar
heiliger

girt by the noble choir of heaven
new come scarcely knows
himself the newcome
scarce feels the fresh life newly given
ere like the holy throng he grows 5
5perhaps better translated he is so much like or he so resembles the holy throng
perhaps
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at the beginning of his quest the earthly faust quivered in fear
before the earth spirit through long development that included much
suffering faust has finally understood the nature of the divine the
meaningful life is the life that is engaged in creative activity for the
benefit of mankind with this comprehension faust transcends the
earthly and is now trans
figured to the likeness of the holy beings who
transfigured
surround him
the ultimate link is secured by the final mystical chorus doctor
marianus adoring and prostrate addresses the mater gloriosa and
concludes his address of adoration with the worshipful title virgin
g6ttin
gattin
youngfrau
Ko nigen gottin
oungfrau
Got tin it is
jungfrau
Jung
frau mutter konigen
mother queen goddess Oung
lung
donigen
k6nigen
particularly significant that goethe has added to the traditional tripartite address virgin mother queen the further stage of goddess
thereby emphasizing the creative life and completing at last the four
stage cycle first announced with fausts
faults translation of in the beginning was the word finally the mystical chorus closes this chain of
comprehension equals likeness by revealing that all things transiGleich nis of things heavenly 12104 05
tory are but a symbol gleichnis
11

vergdngliche
alles vergangliche
Gleich nis
ist nur ein gleichnis

all earth comprises
Is symbol alone

the vision of faust as colonizer is symbolic gleich of god as
creator the heaven to which faust then ascends is not a static place of
rest not a terminus but a new life of divine ongoing creative activity
gottert gleich
g6ttern
he is one stage further from the despairing lament den gottern
ich nicht

moritz retzsch
angels bearing the saved soul by montz
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